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The solution of the stochastic differential equation dx( t ) = a( t, .u( t )) d t + h( t, .x( t 1) d H’( I 1, 
x(O) = 2, can be approximated by the Euler-method x,, + I = x,, + a( I,,, x,,) 31 + h( I,,, .x,~ 1 JJH’( I,, ), 
if the coefficients are uniformly Lipschitz-continuous. In numerical computations an additional 
approximation is necessary: the Wiener-process has to be replaced by a suitable simulation. In this 
paper the effect of this stimulation is analysed and the error estimated in terms of the bounded- 
Lipschitz-distance for measures on [w”. 
difference methods * stochastic differential equation * bounded-Lipschitz-distance 
1. Introduction 
We consider the stochastic differential equation (in the ‘.ense of Ito) 
(1) ds(Q = a( t, x(t)) dt +h( t, x(t)) dw( t), x(0) = X. The coefficients n, h: [0, T] x 
if%-, Iw are assumed to be uniformly Lipschitz-continuous and h is additionally 
assumed to be bounded. Here w is a normalized Wiener-process on a probability 
space (0, F, P), adapted to the filtration F,. Now let Al E N and set jr:= T/ A’_ 
t,, := n . h, 11 = 0, . . . , N. It is then well-known that the solution of the difference 
equation: 
(2) Xr,iI = _x,~ + (I( t,,, x,,)h + h( I,,, x,,)( w( t,, +, ) - w( P’,,)), xy,, = .f for n = 0, - . . , N - I 
converges to x( 1). If we set _xN( t) =x,, for t E [tn, t, +,), then 
E 
( 
sup I_Y(?)-_X,&)lZ -+o 
o- I- 7 1 
(see Gihman and Skorohod [ 11). This and other kinds of time discretizations, 
especially Runge-Kutta-Schemes, have been extensively studied during the past 
ten years (see for example the references [3-71). When we now try to simulate the 
difference scheme (2) on a digital computer, we do not have any Wiener-process, 
but instead will realize some sample-paths by pseudo-random-generators. This can 
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be viewed as if we would replace ~(t,,+ I ) - w( t,) by another random variable w,, “, . 
- the simulation - i.e. we consider the new difference scheme: 
(3) 4, f 1.m = &,nr +a(t,,x,~,)h -td(t,,x,,,)w,,,, x0,, =2 for n =O,. . . , N- 1. It is 
clear that the X, +l can be written as a continuous function which depends only (if 
AI, a, b, 2 are kept fixed) on the ‘variables’ w(ti+,)- W(ti), i =O,. . . , n, i.e. 
.y” + I =f,(H’(z,)-H’(O),..., W(f,,+,)---M-‘(t,)). 
If we denote weak convergence by 1: we get at once that 
for m --, X implies _r ,,,” i - N,, for all II. 
In the following section we shall obtain estimates for the s;leed of convergence 
in terms of the bounded-Lipschitz-distance. The main dithculty will be that the 
function ./A is not in general Lipschlitz-continuous. We shall then finish with some 
remarks on the construction of the simulation M’,,_,,#. 
2. Error estimates in the bounded-Liipschitz-distance 
Heforc we proceed we need some notation. 
f$ /1 resp. p,,,, we denote the distribution of x,, , , resp. s,, , ,.,, I, i.e. the probability 
mcasurt, on R induced by I-,, , , and Y,, , , ,,l. By @ resp. p,,, we denote the distribution 
of 
(w(f,P-w(0) ,..., w(f,,J-w(t,,)) resp. (M*,, .,,,,. .., M* ,,,,,, ). 
Furthermore, we set 
II,:= {R:R’+[o* l]((g(s: -g(_r)]S Is-J-l,], 
where ‘\a -. l.\, I-_ ‘_: , !A-, -_I*,[ denote,; the I, -distance in R’, and for all probA%lity 
mc‘35urt’\ 771. 7: on R’ we define 
tl,t T;I, 77 3):: Sup ~ ,,J~d+al/ 
(I!: i\ tire so-called bounded-Lipschitz-distance). For brevity we set 
I):-: I>,, I):= II,,.,. d(*;):=d,(~;), fI( ‘, ’ ):- n,, +(( *, - ). 
f%rli~, let I_ denote the Lipschitz-constant for II, h and let RI denote the upper 
hind for ;hc f, s )I. 
We hrtuz the following little lemma. 
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2.1. Lemma. Let l 
$i) 
n + I = -x ,I (i’+a(t,,xl:‘)h+b(t,,x’,“)wZj’, i=1,2, n=O )..., N-l. 
(i) Ifb(t, x) is independent ofx, i.e. 6(1,x) = b(t) for all x, then 
lx 
11) 
n-+1 -x(,‘l,(s M exp(LT)( Ix:;)-xI:‘l+~ Iwlt”- wy), 
0 
(ii) Ix’,‘ll -XL*:, IQ%CII.~61~-Xb2~l+(M,~~(l~+,C~)lw~~~-Wj~l!) 
J 
where ck := (1 + hL + L min()wy’l, Iw’,2’1)). 
Proof. We assume without loss of generality that Lh s I and M > I. Then 
(i) 1~2~ - d,2tl {~~x(,l’-x(,Z’~+h~a(t”,x’,“)-a(t,,,.UJ,Z’)~+jb(t”)~/w~:,“- :y 
4 (I +hL)lx’,“-x’,Z’I + lqwl”- wy 
s (1 +hL)“+‘lxb’)- xj,“l+M i (1 +hL)” JIbp w;y 
j- 0 
(induction) 
s M exp(LT) Ix:,“-xi:‘l+ i Iwi”- MI:” 
( 
. 
; 0 
(ii) Let min(l WY)], Iwjlz’l) = Iw(n’)i. Then 
1-y. (II ,I + I -x~~l,~~(l+hL)~xj,l’-x’,“~+~h(t,,,.r:,l’)wj,”-h(r,,x:~‘)w’,”( 
+Ih(l,,xj;r))~!!)-h(l,,,x(,Lf)l.(’jlZ’l 
~(l++hL+LJwj,l’I)J?cj,“-xjz’l+MI~”,I’-~’:l’j 
and simple induction gives our statement. 0 
If we take xi,” = xl,” = 2, MI!/ ’ = w( t,, + ,) -- w(,/,) and wjl = w ,,_,,, we have xi,‘: , ~. .Y,~ I t 
and x’,f! , = x:, + I.rt1. Hence Lemma 2.1 gives us an estimate for the Lipschitr-constant 
of the mapping .I;,. 
2.2. Theorem. (i) Ij‘h is independent of X, then d(p, p,,,) 5 M exp( l.T)d(& Ii,,, ). 
(ii) Let r > I and L 2 2. Then 
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Proof. W d(HCr,)=supIjg(x,+,)d~-Ig(x,+,,,)dPI 
gb- D 
= M exp( LT) sup 
II 
gnfn(W(f,) - w(o), ” ’ 3 w(t,+,) - d’“)) dP 
RE D M exp(LT) 
- I g”fnbb.m, l ’ l 9 wn.rn) dP M exp(LT) ’ 
Now from Lemma 2.1 (i) it follows that the function (M exp( IT))-‘. go.fn is an 
element of B for all g E D and hence 
(ii) Let W(0, r) be the cube, centered at the origin, with side-length 2r and 
C( r ) :-- R” ’ ’ \ W( 0, r) then 
J 1 d~=P(~w(t,)-w(O)~~rv~~~v~~~(~,+,)-~(~,)~~~) ( If) 
Now let k,:W” ” + [O, I] be a function which is zero on W(0, Y- I), one on C(r) 
and Lipschitz-continuous on the whole space with Lipschitz-constant one. For 
instance one might define k,(x) for x E W(0, r)\ W(0, r -- 1) as follows: Let A,, AZ 
besuch that A,x~i,W(0,r-I), A,.wzdW(O,r) then .r=AA,x+(l-A)A,x with A= 
(1 -A,)/(A, -A& set k,(x):= A. 
From Lemma 2.1 (ii) it follows that j;, is Lipschitz-continuous on W(0, r) with a 
Lipschitz-constant L(r) s ( L( r + 1))” “. Let _<,: R”+’ + R be a Lipschitz-continuous 
function with Lipschitz-constant L( r) and jni \+ ,IJ,rI =f;, (for instance one might take 
for xfl W(C), r) the value of _/;, at the projection of s on the boundary of W(0, r) 
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along straight lines through the origin). Then it follows that 
<(r-,)&I 
4T -exp(-&$) +((L(r+l))““+2)6(~,CL,,). El 
The estimate 2.2(ii) is rather unsatisfactory since h will be small and hence n is 
large. Since r has to be large to make the first summand small, the distance a( ,li, fir,, ) 
then has to be extremely small to make the second summand small! This will hc 
improved in the next theorem under stronger assumptions on w~,,,~. 
2.3. Theorem. Let 1Vj.m be independent random variables with E ( q,,, 1’ 5~ h. Furtlwr- 
more, let h s 1. Then there exists a constant cl, depending only on L, such that .fijr all 
00 
Proof. If WC take Cj = w( t, +I) - w( lj) or W; = Wj,r,r it follows that 
This implies 
P fi (I +hL+Ll@$>r)<r ‘exp(c,T/Jh) for r>O. 
0 
O’(r) := L?\J2( r), and O,(r), L!L( r) analogously with Wj,m instead of W( tj , , ) - w( t, ) 
and 
M := XER”+‘: {[ (1 +hL+Llx,)js r . 
0 
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g”.fn( wj,m, . . .) dP - 
I 
g”.f,bdh) - w(O), . . .I dP ,~ 
s P(W(r)) +PW’,(r)) -+sup 
gC!D 
s 2r -' exp( c, T/h) +sup 
The set M is star-shaped with respect to zero, i.e. if x’ E M then Ax E M for all 
A c [0, I]. Now let us assume that r is large enough so that 9~ M. Since M is 
star-shaped there exists for each x ti M a unique p(x) E [O, I] such that p( x)x E M 
and AX@ M forali A>~(x). Letusthendefine~,,(x):=f,,(&)x)forall xE M and 
_i”,C.r ) := S,,(x) for all x E M. We shall show below that -7” is Cpschitz-continuous 
with a Lipschitz-constant less than r( r + 1). This implies that 
SUP g”.fi,(x) dl;in, - I g”.Mx) dfi g’ I> Al M 
II I I = sup go.inL~) d/&n - go_[l(.~) d/Z i ZI I, r\f hf I 
and hence the statement of the theorem follows. 
5t remains to prove that for all s, _Y E R”’ ’ 
1.inw-.fi,t_f)16 r(r+ I )~x-_I$. (*I 
Since we are working with the I, -distance in R”+’ it suffices to take points x, y which 
ditkr only in one coordinate, i.e. without loss of generalily _Y = s + (0, . . . , 0, z) with 
~.~O.Furthermore,wemighttalki:s,~~~IW:”’:=(t~~IW”“:v,~Ofori=0,...,n}.lf 
s. y lie in the same orthant this fc\llows easily from symmetry-properties of M; if 
r 0 and _rn = X, + z > 0 conc;idler _V I= ( _Y,, . . 
I;rne orthant and I_r--_rI, =1.x-.CI, +j.r- 1*/i. 
. , xn ,, 0): s, _T resp. S, _Y then lie in the 
‘There are four possible cases: 
d I f -I-. _I* C- M. i 2) s c int M, _I' E M, (3 1 s, J* g M, (4) _Y c dM, _v & M (s $ M, y E- !Lf is 
not pas ible since 2 > 0). 
I 1 I: I * 1 follows immediately from Lemma 2.1 (ii f. 
4 2 I: There exists a unique A > 0 such that 
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where the first summand is treated as in (l), the second as in (4) and finally 
lx --&II +I& -VI, = Ix-YII. 
(3): From z > 0 it follows that X = p(x)x E dM and p = ~(x)_v~ M. Furthermore, 
x,(x> =&(a), f”(y) =7”(y) and IX-JI, s lx-yl,. Hence (3) follows from ( 4: 
(4): Since 
1. 
1;; (I + 
IJ,,(x)-~(Y)l=If,(x)-f,(CL(Y)Y)i~~lx-cL(Y~Yl~ 
it remains to prove that Ix-~~(y)yl,~(r+l)Ix-~1,. If UEJM nRY” then I 
hf. i- LUj) = r. Hence 
n-l 
u,,= k(C):= r 
Cl 
! (1 +hL+Lv,)--I -hL 
)I 
L, 
where C=(q,,..., 21,. ,)ER’I. Some simple computations yield 
$= -(I -tU+Lz,,)/(l +hL+Lq), 
I 
~(C):=(grad hfi!, fi/I$=-;;,, , +hL+Lt,j IfiIccO 
The function q( A ) := k( hi), A E (w is therefore a strictly decreasing, convex function 
with q( I ) = x,, < y,,. Since CL(Y)V=(~(_I!)~~,,((\:)?‘,,)E~~M~~FS:”’ we have P(Y)J.,, .- 
q(p(y)). Set B=(~(J~).~,x,,) and C=(~(~~).~,.s,,~(~(~~)--l)~~‘(l)). Now P(!‘)’ 
[O, I] and q’( 1) ~0 hence x,, G x,, +(~(y) - l)q’C I ). The convexity of 4 implies that 
lC-f4, lb4!,~-~)q’(l)~ ;,: (I +hL+L.x,,)r, 
p-x\, =1(/L(y)- I).$ = ,“,, 1 +hL+Ls, / 
/._, . 
’ 
Since s E i)M n R’: ‘-I we have I + hL + Lx,, 3 1 and 1 + hL + Lx, E-- r and hence I_v -
xl, 2 (C - B\,> IS -x(,/r. This implies that 
!~(.)?‘-.~1,=_lIL(?‘)-B/,+JR-.~l,- /y-x, +r/.b--S(, - (r+l)l.v .Yl, 
and this concludes the proof of our theorem. n 
Let us denote by pII the Gaussian distribution with mean zero and variance 11. 
Since the increments of the Wiener-process are independent we can wri?:e $ as a 
product measure: jIi = l/h 0 a f -0 vf,_ We shall now assume that IJi,,, decorizposes in 
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the same way, i.e. ji,,, = &,,,O - - -0ji ,,,*. Then we obtain 
J J . . . g d zaI1 - - - d v,, - J J . . 1 g d&m * .* d&,,n 
J J . . . g dvr, . . . d q, - J J * .* g 4h.m dv,, . . . dv,, I- f 
. . .+ . . . 1 J g dFo,,n d/L t.m dv,, 
r - 
J J . . . g ~ih.,,, . . . &L.,n 
If we take the p,.,,, identically distributed, we then have 6( @, ji,) d (n + 1 )d( vhr PO.,, ). 
In the case ofTheorem 2.2(i) this would mean that in order to preserve the 0( h)-error 
of the time discretization we should have an O(h’) api’roximation of Q,, i.e. 
81 I+. @,,.,,,I = O( It should be noted for discrete measures &,, the 
between vt, and O,m can by linear programming (see Janssen 
So Tar have the distance between and x~+,.,,~, but our 
interest is x(t) and not + ,, The next theorem this 
AnAogously to sN(f) we shall denote by _x,+ (t) step-function 
the sequence rr,., by =x ,,.,,, for f E [I,,, I,, + ,). Furthermore, we need 
thr following [I, 1661): 
(51 Ehp,,. ,_ I_~(r)-?C,y(ljl~)~:-ch, 
where c depends only on T, .t and the Lipschitz-constants for a and b. 
2.4. Theorem. Ler I E [I, , ,, t,, +z j and denote 6~ p,, ,, rsp. p,, ,,) (t) the distributions of 
s( I b rsp. .YN.,,,( I). Then 
dJ(cL,,,,, P I,,“,,, )c(c. M1”+d(~,~,,,) 
(md d ( p, p,., ) c-an he csrirnated il_v Theorems 2.2, 2.3 1. 
Proof. Since .Y,> ,,,, ( 1) = x,, + ,.,, I it follows by the triangle inequality that 
Furthermore. 
dkr,. &=zuE [j-Yd/+-j-gdp 
-~ El.u(rl-.r,(rY/ 
and hence (51 implies our assertion. S 
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It is easy to see that a similar estimate holds if one takes a piecewise linear 
approximation &,, instead of x~,,~. The only additional assumption needed is 
Of course it would be of interest to estimate the distance between the laws of .X 
and ?N,,n on the space of continuous functions CIO, T] for a ‘suitable’ metric on 
the space of measures on CIO, T]. A ‘suitable’ metric has not yet been found but 
this problem could be a possible direction for further research. 
Finally it should be noted that the results generalize straightforwardly to higher 
dimensions. Only the notation becomes a little more complicated. 
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